
Aiming to be Inclusive: PE

Adapting by outcome Adapting by support Adapting by resources Adapting by pace

Everyone is given the same task, but it is
expected that the completed task will
vary in quality, length and complexity
depending on the levels of ability of the
pupils. If, for example, the task is to record
what they know about a science topic,
some pupils may write several
paragraphs, others a few sentences and
others a mind map or a sketch. Very
different outcomes result from the same
task or piece of work.

All pupils are given the same task and are
expected to complete it to a similar
standard, but some pupils get more
support than others. This support could
vary widely from adding structure to the
task, e.g. writing frames, or adult support
may be needed to complete a part of
the task.

All pupils are given the same task but
some pupils could be using a range of
scaffolding support such as mind maps
and task boards, manipulatives in maths.
Resources can be other people e.g LSAs,
peers or children from other classes.
ICT support may enable those that
struggle to write to record ideas more
easily.

All pupils are given the same task but
there may be a differentiated
expectation as to how much of it needs
to be completed in one go or in a given
amount of time.
Some pupils need to move forward slowly,
in small chunks, others may need to move
at a faster pace.
Opportunities may be given for some
pupils to have some pre-teaching,
overlearn and recap what they have
learned whilst others move forwards to
new concepts.

PE Specific Strategies PE Specific Strategies PE Specific Strategies PE Specific Strategies

Aim and success criteria of the lesson made
clear

Clear instructions/vocabulary

Vocabulary is age related

Visual resources used - Pictures/modelling from
Real PE videos (Jasmine)

Achievable yet challenging targets

FUNS cards enable pupils to push their learning
on at their own speed

Pupil feedback and support - acting as
coaching buddies

Achievement and progress is celebrated

Yellow highlighting = REAL PE

Resources activity specific. Children to use ie
blow up balls that move more slowly and are
easier to track, lower level equipment, wedges
to support rolling etc  A skill is ‘spotted’ rather
than physically supported.

Equipment should present challenge to all
pupils ie unfamiliar sports/games.

1:1/small group support/recap instructions

Visual information- demonstrations online or in
class, picture cards to instruct and use of colour
coding to support understanding

Small step instructions in order

Understanding and adapting provision for those
with specific medical or physical  needs e.g
knowledge about best use of inhalers or  physio
work  included in lesson

Equipment ready in advance. ie blow up balls
that move more slowly and are easier to track,
lower level equipment, wedges to support
rolling etc or smaller, faster balls to challenge

Regular class questioning to show
understanding

Checking childrens’ understanding - end of the
lesson assessment (taken from FUNS) or create
a quick quiz based on the content

Pupil reflections of success/next steps
write/scribed/verbally explain

Rewards and incentives - unlocking of the next
FUNS card/’Cog Champs’ for every half term
and each cog (one pupil per class)

Visual information- demonstrations online or in
class, picture cards to instruct and use of colour
coding to support understanding

Allow processing time

Children to be assessed during task

Feedback - peer/teacher

1:1 support/small group support

Timers to show how long left

Recap learning

Plenary to evaluate performance

Checklist

Start/End of lesson - 5 minutes evaluation
question time for pupils to ask questions about
the learning - ‘Real question time’.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dZSGjuxUoz2Y-Tc-lhzeLHcUt_vNJpkq/view?usp=sharing

